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(10) Arguments - Plaintiffls Motion For Reciprocity Re: Roseboro

53. The Defendant filed a Motion to Dismiss Re: Roseboro. The

accompanying Memorandum of Law contains many factually false

statements, which are disproved by the record. Attention is directed to the

fact that the Defendant's Memorandum was not sworn under pains and

penalties of perjury, as the Defendants demanded of the Plaintiff, who did.

Meanwhile, this did occur during the same time that the Defendant failed to

Answer the Complaint. Plaintiff asked the court for Rosenboro reciprocity

to include the Defendants and their counsel - Nathan K. Kelley, Solicitor,

Thomas W. Krause, Deputy Solicitor, Dana J. Boenta, US Attorney, and

Kimere J. Kimball, Assistance US Attorney. Plaintiff requested reciprocity,

and that the Defendant and each counsel now swear to each fact they

dispute. Specifically, in accordance with Roseboro v. Garrison, 528 F .2d

309 (4th Cir. 1975), Plaintiff respectfuly requested that Defendant identi$r

all facts stated by Plaintiff in his Opposition to Defendant's Motion to

Dismiss, with which Defendant disagrees sworn under the pains and

penalties of perjury, as the Plaintiff did. The court unfairly asked only one

side to swear uncler the pains and penalties of perjury. This is additional

discrimination anc[ has led to the "rubberstamping" of false statements by the

court (vide infra) which could have been avoided. This has the appearance
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of impropriety, and possible violations of the Patriot Act by those who wrote

the court's papers.

Affij &wgral#?nemts *Other Claims

Has the Court Erred by Failing to Act Sui Sponsr's Consistent with Law
and Justice (5-7 9-12, and l4)?

54. These other Claims sound in tort. The Plaintiff did totally exhaust ALL

available administrative remedies [28 U.S.C. g 2675(a); McNeil v. U.S., 50g

U.S. 106, 113 (1993)1. Petitions were sent pursuant to the Orders of the

Board. Further Notifications were made. lGonzalez v. United States, 284

F.3d 281,288 (lst Cir. 2002) (describing compliance with the statutory

requirement of administrative exhaustion as "a jurisdictional prerequisite to

suit that cannot be waived")]. Therefore, the Plaintiff s Action is Supported

by Biven [Bivens v. Six Unknown Named Agents of Fed. Bureau of

Narcotics,403 U.S. 388 (1971)l which is outside the purview of the Federal

Tort Claims Act [confer 28 U.S.C. S 2679(bX2XA)] . rn Bivens, the Court

created a damage remedy under the Fourth Amendment. A Bivens action is

not needed when a statute authorizes the relief sought, such as under the

Tucker Act or the Federal Tort Claims Act, because those statutes authorize

damages. Here there is no such coverage [vide infra, vide supra]. For

example, the Administrative Procedure Act does not authorize damages
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against persons acting under color of federal law, and there fore, Bivens

actions are necessary to support a damage claim against individual federal

actors for constitutional violations. In this case, the Plaintiff and supporting

Evidence, demonstrate that the Defendant's conduct was wrongful

(inconsistent with a duty resting on the defendant).

Furthermore, the Defendants upon serially cashing the checks of Plaintiff

over decades entered into a confidential or fiduciary relationship to support a

constructive or equitable fraud claim I In re Sherwood Inv. Overseas Ltd.,

Inc., No.6:10-AP-00158-KS1,2015 WL 4486470, at *16 (Bankr. M.D. Fla.

July 22,20151.

This court has jurisdiction and a legal right and a legal duty to stop

Defendant and their lawyers [Cheney v. United States, Dist. Court DC (03-

47s) s42 US 367 (2004) 334 F.3d l0e6)1.

lfi) Angurmemts - Matters eheus€ wkie*e €free Couxr"6 is fuffistafl<em

The Court is Factually Wrong about the Inventions

55. It is an uncontested fact that ONLY the claimed invention should be the

focus of the Office review. Enablement must be judged on this invention's

original specification and claims. Therefore, these patent applications should

be judged upon what they actually say in the original specification and on
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the timely submitted evidence. In this case that did not happen. Although

discussed in the complaint, including on page 13, this is ignored by the

court.

55" The couffi miscomprehends: ""[PlaintiffsJ claimed invention is drawn to

methods for controlling a cold fusion reaction or cold fusion product

output.").

This is untrue. These inventions are what is written in the original

specifications and not what the Defendant imagines in its proven

mischaracterizations. These patent applications are not about what

Fleischmann's and Pons' reported MSM/Mockingbird-reported disaster in

1989 known as "cold fusion" ["F+P" ]. Rather, these are different inventions

and different claims. What is described in TFIESE applications was never

filed by F+P, was never described by them, OR described, discussed, or

mentioned by the USPTO's cited art and critics. Not even one over 28

years. How could ALL of the patent applications be the same as F+P? The

different applications are NOT all the same, and not one of them is F+P.

Confer the Wrong Description Appendix for more details.

TFDSE inventions include an improved calorimeter, an improvement to

optimize output of a heat producing system, new improved diagnostic

techniques, a new method to measure loading (which the USPTO gave to
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another applicant who filed later), and a new way to propel cars and heat

homes, and new methods to benefit the United States by making quieter

heating (which helps submarines remain stealthy), by making energy

production cheaper, by making water cleanliness through boiling cheaper

and making it more available, and possibly even by mitigating some nuclear

materials.

57. It should matter that '058 is a heat measurement system which is

applicable to obstetrics, space travel, and laboratory use. It has not. It

should matter that'765 is a measurement of hydrogen loading into a metal

which is applicable to metallurgy, medicine, and automobiles' energy

production. It has not. Each case has been misdescribed. Specific examples

are in the Wrong Description Appendix.

58. Andthis is long standing. Exhibits 27 through62 are legal briefs, from

the cases cited by, but misdescribed, now and originally, by Defendant and

counsel [{'<{<*]. Application number'258 was originally called '937 involving

a vibrator to measure loading fthe amount of hydrogen in a metal electrode].

The Office misdescribed it and wrote fraudulent case law about it ["In re

Swartzl.

[***] The Exhibits are the Affidavits and Amicus Curiae briefs from

'937 and'258, previously before the federal appellate court, and other

cases. Some of the Declarants have since passed away (Dr. Mallove,
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Dr. Fox, Dr. Bass, Dr. Talbot chubb) and they deserve a voice in this

official venue to this very important discussion of Evidence, proving

the Defendant is wrong.

59' The Office's segue to less relevant art is meant to confuse the issue, and

end the matter without examination of the above-entitled invention. Such

hand waving to other much less relevant art, and in the light of obstruction

ofjustice and destroyed Evidence, is not a fair or proper rebuttal.

60. In fact, that the Office disingenuously LEADS AWAY from the real

issues and matters and structures THIS INVENTION has the appearance of

impropriety. In that light, the Office's repeated, unsubstantiated claim that

the (nay, each) invention lacks operability is fulI of oceans of impropriety.

And so, for two decades, no matter which of the Plaintiffs invention's in this

field has been "examined", there has been essentially one, and only one,

response from the USPTO. They say "It is F*P." And therefore does not

exist. And therefore has no utility.

61. Any fifth grader can recognize that each of the inventions cannot all be

the same, cannot all be 'F+P' as the Defendant reports like a parrot.

Ignored is the obvious discrimination and corrupt false statements that must

be made to continue this under color of Law. At the end of the day, THESE

patent applications are NOT about Fleischman and Pons but about the
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Plaintiffs invention and his discovery(ies). Defendant's behavior is

systematic, unfounded, discrimination to prevent the Requirement of the

POTUS, and an attempt to circumvent the US Constitution and the will of

the US Congress [S. Rep. No. 1979, 82d Cong., 2d Sess., 5 (1952); H. R.

Rep. No. 1923,82d Cong., 2d Sess., 6 (1952)1, and to deny the energy needs

and security of the United States of America.

The Court is Mistaken about the Existence of a Scientific Field

62. The court falsely purports:"Both the USPTO and the Federal Circuit

have long believed thot LEI{R technologl,, is presently inoperable. See,

e.g., In re Swortz, 232 F.3d at 864... "

First, this is using fruit of the poisoned tree which is why this case was

brought to the court in the first place lvide infral.

Second, existence and science papers and engineering devices are more

important that the USPTO "belief'. The field is real [cf. Affidavits of

Forsley, Nagel, Mallove, Fox, Bass, Swartz, Biberian, or Hagelstein].

Declarant Lawrence Forsley has spent

'027 years primarily researching and harnessing the energetic particles

that give rise to the excess heat attributed to the phenomena and am

engaged in scaling development for deep space power using the

phenomena.tt
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Declarant Dr. David J. Nagel states,

"I am very familiar with the subject of Low Energy Nuclear Reactions

LENR), having worked in the field since 1989 and chaired the
international convention of the subject as its 14th meeting (ICCF-
14) in Washington DC in 2008. LENR (initially called "cold
fusion"), which is operable and has great utility, was invented in

the U.S. It is expected to be the basis for a new global industry.
The U.S., given the proper basis of intellectual property, can be

the global leader in the new industry."

This is discussed further in the Denied Field Appendix (Appx79).

The Cowrf Misapprehends Plaintiffs Response as Applicant

63. The court has falsely purported Appellant has not stated that these

technologies are useful beyond LANR. This is untrue for several reasons:

IT WAS IN THE ORIGINAL SPECIFICATIONS. EXhibitS 63 ANd 64 did

demonstrate that the plaintiff DID substantially say so explicitly before

Final. Furthermore, this is corroborated:

In Exhibit 63, the Appeal Brief of '058 shows the misdescription of the

invention and failure to consider Evidence submitted are discussed,

including on pages 108, and 86,104, ll7 &, 212 respectively. Defendants'

misbehavior is discussed, including on page s 225,237 ,240, and 244.

In Exhibit 64, the Appeal Brief of '258 the misdescription of the invention

and failure to consider Evidence submitted are discussed, including on pages
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51-53 & 212, and 42-44, respectively.

64. This court has ignored the Exhibits and Figures in the Complaint, has

ignored the Declarations, and instead has shamefully rubberstamped

falsehoods -- proven false in the record. This charade has the appearance of

impropriety, and is a palpable miscarriage ofjustice which affects the energy

needs and security of the United States of America and Appellant,s

Constitutionally-protected rights.

The Court is Wrong about What Plaintiff Atleged re:Operability

65. The court disingenuously purports:

"he has not plausibly alleged that the inventions claimed in his patent

applications were involved in those experiments or that those

inventions have any current operability' and " the prAB found that

all three inventions were inoperable (and) not useful and could not be

mede. "

This is not true for several reasons. First, the plaintiff DID allege over and

over that the inventions in the patent applications WERE involved in those

experiments AND in those open demonstrations at MIT. Why else would

the Declarants and Appellant bring them up with specificity, under oath?

Second, how can the PTAB have found this when the Evidence was

removed, and not even addressed? Corroborating this, the PTAB never even
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discusses Appellant's inventions but is fixated on "cold fusion" -- while the

technologies have been sent to Japan, and on information and belief, other

countries. Despite the false statement in the court's Opinion, the Plaintiff

DID allege the facts.

Third, the office was, and the court is, obligated by law to assume that all

Declarants assertions are true [Lewis v. Bours, 119 Wn.2d 667,670, 1992].

Neither has, but instead uses unnamed sources, unsworn individuals

discussing other things and other people's art.

The Court is Factually Wrong about the Content of Previous cases

Has the Court Erred by {gmoc"flxag ttaaff wmder U.S.C" $146, Fat. Appl.
&2i932,&5& and 8gflv5fi,ry65 Were Misdesenibed tuy Office mmd flvfideilce
was ract Logged)?

56"The court states:

".. the Federal Circuit expressly decided the S$ l0l and l12 issues as the

basis for ffirming the USPTO's decision; and (4) plaintffi as a party

in the earlier litigation, had a full and fair opportunie to litigate

those issues. As such, plaintiff rs collaterally estopped -fro*
reliligating the patentabiliry of the '058 and '765 patent applications

and Count I will be dismissed with respect to those two applicqtions. "

This is utterly unfair for several reasons, addressed immediately below.

The Plaintiff never had an opportunity in earlier litigation for a full and fair

opportunity to litigate because the materials were not docketed, and because
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the materials were sequestered, and because they were never responded to,

and most importantly because the inventions were misdescribed.

. As the first example, Application '058 was originally '457 and is a

calorimeter used to measure generated heat. In the Declaration of Dr.

Swartz, he states:

"Application 0058 was originally 0457 and is a calorimeter to

measure generated heat. The Defendant misdescribed it, too, and

also wrote fraudulent case law about it."

To explain this further are Exhibits 27 through 30 which describe the actual

case that was brought to federal court.

68. As the second example, U.S. Patent Application Serial No. No.

091750,765 - was similarly misdescribed by Office. To explain this further,

are Exhibits 31 through 51 which describe the actual case that was brought

to federal court. Ignoring this has the indelible appearance of impropriety.

The Court is Factually Wrong about 0258 to Measure Loading

69. The court states, denying justice with a handwave:
"Becquse plaintiff has failed to plausibly allege that his patent applications

describe operable inventions, he has foiled to plausibly allege his
entitlement to a patent and his S 145 claims must be dismissed with
respect to the remaining-'2 58,'643, and'69 I -applications. "
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This is demonstrably not true for so many reasons. First, the invention in

'258 was then granted to an automobile company as discussed above and in

the Complaint.

Second, the Office has misdescribed the invention with great consequences.

As one example, the Declaration of Lawrence Forsley states:

"I have read the above-entitled Complaint and am surprised that In re
Swartz, used by the USPTO to stifle cold fusion, is actually about a

vibrating sensor whose frequency is used to measure loadingo and not
about cold fusion, but relevant to it as to other things such as

metallurgy."

70. The fraudulent behavior of the USPTO with respect to In re Swartz is

further discussed in Exhibit 63, including on pages 158 and 161. Although

discussed in the Complaint, including on page 97, this is ignored by the

court. If this matter is not corrected by the Appeal court, this will make

future generations of Americans understand that this important matter,

which is not de minimzs just because it involves hydrogen, was possibly

"judged" with a wink and nod to coverup those who attacked the US

Constitution for other countries using false statements ["boiler plate"] and

endless unsworn, disproven, allegations.
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The Court is Partially Wrong about this case re: Collateral estoppel

71. The court purports:

"The application of collateral estoppel does not depend on whether new
evidence has been uncovered or whether the plaintiff has identffied a
dffirent cause of action; instead, collateral estoppel depends on "the
identiQ of the issues that were litigated" in the earlier soit."

This is outrageously unfair because these are different issues in the docket

for the two cases for any of several reasons, below:

i) USC 145 enables the entry of new evidence, such as here, making this a

completely different case, and one that the US Supreme court said IS

appropriate for this court.

ii) Said new material was not available at the time of the previous

applications (these are continuations) and the added newer material includes

new declarations, new evidence of open demonstrations, new scientific

results, and new peer-reviewed scientif,rc publications. None of this was in

any previous action.

there is real indication of sequestration of Evidence. And NOW there is

use here there are new materials and including additionalh

iii) Also, there is not a f previous court issues

new Evide doctrine of collatera

new evidence of a cover-up in violation of the Plaintiffs civil
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rights.funderlined and emboldened for emphasis]. This is a serious matter

that was discovered AFTER the Appellate court, and is discussed in the

Complaint, including on page 100 where a docket with 'll2' numbers are

shown, but substantively ignored by the court. It is also discussed in more

detail when it was first serendipitously observed fPlaintiffs Exhibit 65

Petition for Panel Rehearing t00-1107]]. None of this was in any previous

action. For any court to says otherwise is factually false - disproven by the

record.

The Court Leaves Factually False Statements in Legal Record

72.The court unfairly purports:

"Plaintiffappealed the rejection of both applications to the Federal Circuit

and, in both cases, the Federal Circuit ffirmed the Board's

determinqtion that the patent applications failed to satisfu $$ l0l and

112. See id.; In re Swartz, 50 F. App'x 422, 424-25 (2002) (pe,

curiam); Inre Swartz, 232 F.3d 862, 864 (2000) (per curiam)."

This statement is unfair, inaccurate, and improper for any of the following

several reasons: i) It is made using the fruit of a poisoned tree - even after

the court was notified. The patent office rejected In re Swartz falsely

asserting what the application involved (claiming it was cold fusion when it

measured loading of a metal by hydrogen), and mischaracterizing what was
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actually submitted in the original specification (not even using the words in

the original specification in the Decision), and by making further false

statements about operability.

ii) These were NOT the same cases. They were continuations, but there was

new Evidence of operability and utility attached to each refiling. They were

not the same, although they were treated the same wrongful way using

misdescription and non-addressing submitted Evidence.

iii) In addition, the court omits that in In re Swartz, the applications was, as

now, misdescribed. Said patent application dealt with a vibration system to

measure loading of a metal by hydrogen. The court fails to admit that the

invention could be used in metallurgy and other fields. In the Declaration of

Dr. Swartz,he states:

"Application number'258 was originally called 0937 involving a

vibrator used to non-invasively measure loading [the amount of
hydrogen in a metal electrode]. The OfIice misdescribed it and

wrote fraudulent case law about it ["In re Swartz]. The patent

office rejected '258 [then as '937, and misdescribed in [n Re

Swartzl by falsely asserting what the application involved

(claiming it was cold fusion when it measured loading of a metal

by hydrogen), and mischaracterizing what was actually submitted

in the original specification (not even using the words in the

original specification in the Decision), and by making further false

statements about operability (even after the patent was finally
given to a foreign automotive company)."
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iv) In addition, the court omits that in In re Swartz, when the case was taken

to the Federal Appellate Court, and subpoena power was obtained, it was

finally revealed that there was a scheme used by some at the U.S. patent

office not to log any timely-submitted evidence which disputed the opinion

of the patent office. After a subpoena, it was observed that the Defendant

had a systematic 'failure to docket' along with the well-known 'failure to

substantively discuss' or to have truthful statements. This has the

appearance of impropriety, and is presented solidly in the Complaint,

corroborated by Exhibits.

v) Furthermore, it onl)z effects two of the patent applications. It is inhumane

for the court to make this case Dismissed with Prejudice on this matter. since

those other applications are not even relevant here. [emboldened and

underlined for emphasis]

The Court is Factually Wrong about the Proposed Remedy

73. As an alternative remedy, the Appellant (then plaintiff) also submitted

in the Complaint lpage 119] that an Order could be made by the Court that

the patent applications be re-considered based this time on their actual

content and, this time, based on the evidence that was actually previously
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submitted, based upon the new Evidence, and based upon the Declarations

and Evidence previously submitted which was not docketed, and still,

comrptly, simply ignored. Plaintiff was denied his day in Court, his jury, his

ability to correct the record and assert his Constitutional rights.

The Court is Factually Wrong about Administrative Notices Given

74"Th,e court f,alsely purpoffis:

"Plaintiff does not dispute that he failed to appropriately file an

administrative claim with the LISPTO ...,"

The plaintiff DID dispute and explicitly did point out how and why it was

not relevant. The Plaintiff followed the Orders of the PTAB and DID file

the absolutely correct administrative notice and claims with the USPTO --

and copies and notices were given to this court and apparently just ignored.

The Petitions and Notices were given to the Office explicitly cited by the

pTAB, and cited the PTAB. They are discussed further in the Notice

Appendix.
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The Court Misapplies the Federal Tort Claims Act

("FTCA") (Relevance and Timing)

Ifas tf,ne CCIarrt Ex"red hy Igmorfraag 6fiae Fflatmtiffls Cmrmpfl{amce nvittr fhe
PT'Affi?

75. The court misunderstands when it rubberstamps the Defendants

pleadings it misreads the actual law and the previous Directives of the

PTAB, as it states:

"To satisfu the FTCA's administrative exhaustion requirement, claims
against the USPT) must be filed with the USPT) office of General
Counsel, not merely discussed in a petition submitted to the PTAB."

This is disingenuous. First, the Petitions and Notices were given to the

Office explicitly as Directed by the PTAB and not to the PTAB as the court

falsely purports. Second, the Federal Tort Claims Act ("FTCA"), 28 u.S.C.

$$ 2671-2680 is not relevant for the following reasons:

i) It allows certain kinds of lawsuits to proceed against federal employees

who are acting within the scope of their employment [negligence or careless

conduct]. And that makes it not relevant to the above-entitled action for a

number of reasons because FTCA is only appropriate for negligent or

wrongful conduct done within the scope of the defendant's employment.

These abrogations, described in, the above-entitled Complaint is far beyond.

ii) FTCA is only appropriate for negligence -- as opposed to intentional

misconduct.
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iii) FTCA would be irrelevant anyway because the agency has six months to

respond, and the Plaintiff has submitted Petitions (pursuant to the Board of

Patent Appeals) seventeen times in the last two years alone.

iv) FTCA is only for federal employees who can be sued under the FTCA,

not independent contractors hired by the federal government. FTCA is not

applicable for the Defendant's apparent use of (on information and belief,

including upon findings of Senator Charles Grassley's Committee)

independent contractors.

v) In this case, foreign governments may be involved (on information and

belief through at least one Examiner). This is relevant given the role of a

certain group in the USPTO and the lengths to which they will go to cover

up these actions against the us constitution, congress, and now

Presidential Requirement and Orders, including President Donald Trump

Executive Memorandum ordering the release of free energy technologies.

Has €he CCImrt Hrn"ed hy Kgmorixng the ffiefemdamt's aftexmpted
Excu[patory ffiehavior?

This has been discussed in several pleadings in this court, and elsewhere

13799666,,3796190, 38088261 and so will not be re-discussed here, although

Appellant reserves the right to do so if the Defendant makes any further

factually false statements, or attempted further exculpatory behavior going

forward.
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(11) short conclusion stating the precise relief sought

76. The pro se Plaintiff demonstrated significant new Evidence and new

justifiable reasons for a sui generzs statutory review regime and pursuant to

$ 145 must make a de novo finding consistent with the actual "new evidence

presented". The Plaintiff clearly described his claims including for

constitutional violations, including that there was new material, including

that the inventions were systematically misdescribed, including the

reprehensible fact that the federal court had been previously "tricked",

denying Constitutional and due process and civil rights.

77. The Complaint and pleadings were specific, substantive and precise with

sufficient facts, and precise specific allegations. The Defendant has not

refuted even one fact in said above-entitled Complaint, which therefore

should have been taken as true.

78. Nothing in the United States Constitution, or any law or directive from

Congress authorizes the destruction, spoliation, sequestration, or destruction

of Evidence involving that the DIA, DARPA, NASA, or DTRA.

78. The court has considerable misunderstandings without substantive

relevant foundation. The court appearly to have either misunderstood or

wrongly accepted, and 'rubber-stamped', the Defendant's counsels'

statements as accurate and truthful while overlooking facts discussed
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explicitly in the pro se Plaintiff s pleadings and Complaint. This could have

been remedied by a hearing, or a jury, but was not. Instead, the

"rubberstamp" of now proven falsehoods (over decades by US agencies, and

more) was made to obstruct justice, continue discrimination, and hurt the

energy needs and security of the USA.

79. The court has misperceived evidence, and its speedy Judgment has

denied Plaintiff his right to respond to factually false statements and

confront his accuser. The Opinion mischaracterizes the actual patent

applications, calling them all the same, and calling all six (6) as "cold

fusion" which is a euphemism to deny Constitutional rights to Plaintiff under

the guise of -with a usual 'hand-wave' demeaning, and ridiculing, a major

part of his life's work on energy production. It is unfair the Plaintiff was not

allowed to respond to the Reply by the Defendant and counsel, just as it is

unfair that certain false statements by the Defendant's counsel are essentially

rubber-stamped by the court, despite the explicit request for a jury trial.

80. In fact, the Court should consider the impact on due process and the

appearance of justice. The Court also has substantial interest in pre-trial

discovery to facilitate the search for truth and promote justice (Hickman v.

Taylor (1947) 329 U.S. 495, 507). Denial of evidence is just another denial

of a fair trial. Plaintiff has a right to examine the appropriate relevant
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requested documents because they are material and will help prove

Plaintiffs case - and will help others persecuted by the same (criminal)

behavior of failing to log andlor address Evidence which overcomes the

Defendant' s proven-wrong monopol istic imperial Opinion.

81. The Court should consider the impact on Justice. The court should ask:

Who is hurt if this wrongful 'Motion to Dismiss' goes forward and is allowed

to perpetuate the continued cover-up and wrongful gouts of exculpatory

behavior? The Plaintiff will suffer immediate, continuous and irreparable

injury. If that is not enough, America's military in the future will lose vital

technology requisite to protect stealth submarines and moving Marines, and

worldwide people will lose cheaper clear water and energy. Who is hurt if

this wrongful 'Motion to Dismiss' is denied? No one. Instead, the attempts

to deny justice, using unethical, egregious, and unreasonable practices, and

to deny civil rights, including Constitutionally protected rights, will cease

[Braaten v. Deere & Co., Inc., 1997 ND 202, n9,569 N.W.2d 563; North

Dakota Supreme Court Opinions, Nastrom v. Nastrom, 1998 ND 142, 581

N.W.2d 919 Filed July 16, 19981.
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82. Therefore, this court should reverse the Order and Judgment for any one

of the following several reasons:

i) There was compliance repeatedly with the PTAB.

ii) The Plaintiffs, and in fact this scientific field's, ONLY avenue for

justice with respect to these matters is in THIS court.

iii) This court should protect Plaintiff because the wrongful judgment

denies justice, using unethical, egregious, and unreasonable practices,

and denies civil and Constitutionally previously-protected rights

[Braaten v. Deere & Co., Inc., 1997 ND 202, 119, 569 N.W.2d 563;

North Dakota Supreme Court opinions, Nastrom v. Nastrom, 1998

ND 142, 581 N.W.2d 919 Filed July 16, 19981. If the wrongtul

judgment stands, the Plaintiff and other Americans will suffer

immediate, continuous and irreparable injury, civil rights will be lost,

inventions will be shifted overseas, and egregiously America's

military in the future will lose vital technology requisite to protect

stealth submarines and moving Marines, and worldwide people will

lose the means to obtain cheaper clear water and energy.
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(12) Addendum

[pursuant Order of January 5 2018]


























































